West Coast League

Power Rankings
Season two Round 2
So round one there was a little experiment with the format of the power
rankings and after vocal complaining and crying from the sissy-boy league
coaches we’re are back to the old ways. I guess I should have known Blood
Bowl coaches would be like the Dawi Guild of Engineers – resistant to change
with a large side order of toddler tantrums. Anyway, onward and upward
with the power rankings!

The Contenders
Those horrible teams at the top of the rankings that make all the others
feel inadequate and pathetic. Oh how Nuffle loves these powerhouses and all
the pain and misery they inflict on the rest of the league.

1. Man-Terror Raiders
No pity for the weak seems to be the motto for the Raiders. They hammered
the nail that was the Vikweenz on the scoreboard but surprisingly enough
got a bit of a kicking for their troubles. The outstanding player for the
game was Raid’n Seazer, who scampered through the Vikweenz porous defence
for three touchdowns. One thing I have noticed is the Raiders have been
suffering a bit from the proper death virus, suffering 3 kills in their first
two games of the season and only one player managed to regenerate the
damage to its shambling corpse. Once again the Raiders sit upon the throne
but this ominous lack of resilience may come to haunt them come the end of
the season if the roster is depleted by game eight.

2. Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 4
What was in that warpstone energy drink the Freaks were drinking before
the game? Whatever it was, it put the little furry freaks into overdrive
as they rampaged through the Tru Bloods. Coach Darthproph whipped his
lads into a frenzy and they put all that energy into a touchdown parade
for the fans. The main strike weapon for the Freaks was Franklin Phreak,
who scored twice and also picked up a completion to round out his performance.
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This dominant performance sees the Freaks jump up the rankings, with only
the Raiders putting on a better show this early in the season.

3. Gang Green Jets 1
The pain train just keeps on rolling! The Jets took apart the Blue Meanies
in a powerhouse performance of death and gore, but mainly death! The main
destroyer of the Blue Urks was Clawhack Decker, who ended a couple of Urk
lives and gave a couple others an early leave pass from the game. The
other main contributor and regular star of the Jets was Matt Clawte, who
contributed on both sides of the ball. The Jets continue to meet my
expectations – crippling other teams but not winning by large scores. The
inability to really dominate on the scoreboard as well as they enjoy
hospitalising opposing players will eventually be the Jets downfall. I don’t
see them being toppled from the top of their division but the play-offs run
will be mid-range at best. The Jets dropped a rank as the Freaks are doing
better at the moment as the Freaks have shown a propensity to focus on
scoring – the part that wins you the game.

4. RedruM 1
After the “oh-s0-gentle” destruction of the Squibs the Umgi of RedruM ran
into the much stiffer opposition in the form of The Pussrots. They walked
away with a draw but it could have been much worse as The Pussrots used
the Umgi as tackle dummies and the RedruM players proved completely
ineffective at hurting the opposition – even with Coach DaBlackSkull
screaming ‘Hurt Them, Hurt Them’ from the sidelines. There is a nasty
rumour going around that Coach DaBlackSkull’s past is catching up with him.
It seems a curse has been placed on the No. 5 team jersey as for the second
game in a row a grave misfortune has befallen the wearer of that jersey.
Unnamed sources from the team’s front office have let it slip that a private
investigator has been retained to track down whoever has cast the curse.
That investigator has their work cut out for them as the list of Coach
DaBlackSkull’s enemies is a long and sinister one that goes back decades
from his playing and coaching days.

5. Overdosis 1
Ah Elgi exiles, if ever there was a race that deserves a savage beating.
The pale freaks from Overdosis maintained focus on scoring even as the team
was being beat into the dirt by the Bearers. This focus is admirable as we
all know touchdowns win games, even if half your team is crippled and dying.
The team’s medical staff have their work cut out for them as they try to
patch together players in time for the next game, although at least one
player has been permanently removed from the roster. Yes, that spritely
little Elgi exile known as Erim, zigged when he should have zagged and
caught his toe on an out-stretched Bearer boot with the resulting fall
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snapping his pathetically fragile little neck. Overdosis once again slips down
the rankings and unless they can win their next game, their slide will
continue.

6. The Pussrots 5
Well the Rots continued with the tried and true bash game against their
latest opponents but were thwarted from claiming another victory by some
stout defence from RedruM, only managing a NUffle-cursed draw. The taste
for extreme violence will be sure to bring in plenty of flans for the Rots
and no doubt there will be the corresponding growth in merchandise sales.
There is already a fan favourite on the defence, a rookie Bloater by the
name of Caorpulaz, who has already administered three savage beatings in
his first two games – he just needs to work on his ‘administering fatal
beatings’ skills to really cement the adoration of the fans.

The Pretenders
They think they have a chance but the rest of us know that Nuffle
just messing with them – nothing like building up a team only to watch
crumble and fail. Nuffle loves a good joke and it sucks when he decides
laugh at your team – thankfully I share Nuffle’s twisted love
schadenfreude and laugh right along with him!
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7. Tropic Thunder 7
The biggest move up the rankings comes from a rookie Lizardfolk team who
surprised with a win in the first round and managed to hold it together to
secure a draw against the Sloths, thus driving them above teams with worse
records. Another ‘team’ performance without a star yet to show themselves
but still the sharing of the SPP love will help the team in the long term
– no-one likes a one-trick pony. Let’s hope the Thunder can maintain their
momentum and give those experienced teams a bit of a rattle.

8. Tennessee Tainted 5
The terrible Tainted strike again – I thought the new season would see a
more consistent performance from these Nurglites, but I was very obviously
wrong. The slow grind game plan worked to a degree, crippling a few of the
Umgi, but the lack of moving the ball forward with some alacrity allowed
the rookie Runners to scamper away with a win, despite the hurt they
suffered. Continuing his solid form from last season, Epidemius worked hard
both sides of the ball and was reward with the team’s lone touchdown and
ending the nascent career of one of the Runners linemen. The Tainted plunge
down the rankings as a reward for their inability to put away a bunch of
rookies.
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9. Pigskin Runners
Nice work Runners, taking on a returning team and getting past the Tainted
without being mauled too badly – by too badly I mean only two players were
forced into retirement and another missing the next game. The main star
for the Runners was chucka, who lead the defence in every metric – a
definite future star for the team and will probably become a crutch for
Coach Clipsal as he continues to trouble the rest of the League with his
weird obsession with claws.

10. The Gladiators 3
Wow, needing overtime to beat a rookie Grobi team! These Elgi should be too
embarrassed to show their faces in their home town. Some say a win is a
win, but barely getting past Coach Rex and his band of yellow-bellied losers
must be troubling for the fans. Admittedly, in a very un-Elgi like display,
The Gladiators rampaged through the Squibs playing roster, with six Grobi
taken out during the game, two of them permanently. The main defensive
enforcer was Lauren, who accounted for two Squibs (including sending one of
the squibs to the Great Game in the Sky). The stand out offensive player
was Dhada, who crossed into the end zone three times during the game,
securing the win in overtime with a hat-trick. The win sees a corresponding
bump up the ratings – could this be the start of some ongoing good form?

11. Emerald Dragons 1
Ah I see how it works for the Dragons – the rookies are the rungs on the
ladder of success, can’t beat the experienced teams so get the wins against
the fresh faced and vulnerable rookie teams. This could be an effective
strategy although the Elgi will have to do better than just managing a
win in over-time. A proper experienced Blood Bowl team should be able to
secure victory against rookies in regulation time. I have to highlight one
player for the Dragons from their latest game and that is Athasil. This
receiver not only played a dominant catching/scoring role, he also
contributed with a couple of completions as well – way to be the complete
package when it comes to offence! With this slight improvement in play, we
see a slight improvement in the power rankings. The Dragons are facing
another rookie team next round – let’s see if they can make it two wins in
a row!

12. Savage Sloths 4
To the surprise of the masses, the Sloths managed not to lose their latest
game, sure they didn’t win, but still they didn’t lose! Even though outmuscled
by their opposition, the ladies danced and dodged around the Thunder to keep
themselves in the game and also some strong defence restricted the Thunder
to only one touchdown. The Sloths will be holding a memorial for Ériu, who
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was the victim of an incident of Saurus-on-Amazon violence. Let’s see if the
Sloths can keep surprising us.

The Delusional
The forlorn hope, the lost and the damned. You get the gist of where I am
going with this, the bottom rungs of the power rankings ladder.

13. Blue Meanies 5
The rise of the Meanies came to an abrupt and painful end. The Meanies were
the latest victims of the Jets, who used the Urks as doormats to wipe their
feet on their way to victory. It was a fatal encounter for the meanies, as
their pain doc was only able to stitch back together one of the boyz whilst
two others went cold on the slab. After their strong performance against
another returning team these poor blue bastards got a harsh reality check
and learned what it was like to play with the big boys of the league.
Hopefully they can pull themselves together for the next game and make
a better showing of it.

14. Megashoota Vikweenz 4
Ah, Coach Frosthammer – you really are a terrible leader of Urks. I put it
down to too much time spent in those Dawi alehouses. Well the Vikweenz
embarrassed themselves and their coach in their latest game against the
all-conquering Raiders. The inability to secure the ball hurt the ‘Kweenz
throughout the game and their defence was little more than a speed bump
on the Raiders path to victory. The only player who showed any sort of
form, mediocre though it may have been, was Garis Kroozbomma as she managed
to actually toss the ball into the hands of one of the other incompetents
enough times that two of those passes actually stuck, or should that be
the ball stuck to the spikes on the receiving player’s armour.
Anyway, some will ask why have these losers went up in the rankings –
it’s quite simple really, they haven’t lost both their first two games like
those ranked below them.

15. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 8
Fine, you play like shit you go down the toilet that is the power rankings!
Talk about being humiliated, beaten 4-0 by a rookie Thagorraki team and
the rat-bastards even won the paltry casualty count. It looks like the
vampires were playing a game of keep-away with the ball as they notched
up four completions yet managed to do nothing else all game – do the
bloodsuckers even know they are meant to be playing Blood Bowl?! There
was no stand-out player, there were no stand-out plays – I have to ask
Coach Maxwellhauser what he is doing during the training sessions, because
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it sure as hell doesn’t look like its anything to do with our beloved game.
Shame, shame on those Thrall fondlers!

16. Flying Frenchmen 6
Two losses in a row Coach Hymn, is this the start of a streak? Could the
Frenchies be trying to steal the WAFFL consecutive losses record from the
main contender for that title, i.e. the Squibs? It has to be said at least
the loss was a close one as it was decided in overtime. Also, the Frenchies
managed to give the filthy Elgi from the Dragons a bit of a kicking as well.
Roles are definitely being defined within the team as players seem to focus
on certain roles. The main offensive combination consisted of Jean-Luc
Leapfrog feeding the ball to Louis the First, who scored both of the team’s
touchdowns. A rookie linefrog by the name of Legs is proving to be the team’s
main enforcer, adding to his casualty tally with the crippling of one Elgi
and the death of some no-name ring in.
The Frenchies better start living up to Coach Hymn’s reputation for getting
the best from sub-par teams otherwise they will be encamped at the bottom
end of the power rankings.

17. Grudgebearers 2
The Dawi got rolled on the scoreboard but by Grimnir did they stomp those
Elgi guts good! The Bearers seems to have spent more time trying to cripple
and main the Overdosis players than moving the ball into the end zone. The
boys shared the pain with no stand-out players – that’s real team work
right there, every Dawi playing for his team mates and not trying to be a
glory hound. The focus on delivering hammer blows to the opposition is a
fun tactic, although it’s not helping with the rankings as not getting those
elusive touchdowns hurts the team and their distance chances of a play-off
run.

18. Fingot’s Fingerlicking Squibs
Not only did the Squibs force a game into overtime, but Coach Rex was brave
enough to actually play overtime. Normally a Gobbo coach is happy to take
the draw and walk away with most of the team intact. Not our Coach Rex,
this fungus sucking freak kicked the remnants of his team back out onto
the pitch with the mad delusion of possibly stealing the win. Kudos to you,
you crazing bastard! Although the Squibs were pasted by the Elgi, the
mushroom fondlers once again showed why Grobi have such a vicious
reputation. The Squibs only managed two casualties but those two casualties
were of the deadly variety. Also, who would have thought a Grobi team
would have a stand out offensive player in a game, but once again Coach
Rex surprised us with Acolyte Snowflake – the unwashed little scrub not
only managed to score a touchdown, it also snatched the ball out of the
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air when The Gladiators were making a passing play. Obviously the little
filth bag hasn’t realised that this only brings attention and attention for
a Grobi is a very, very bad thing. Although, whatever happens the Squibs
are still at the bottom and are destined to stay here forever more.
Well I hope the whingers are happy we are back to the old style. I have
already started on the round 3 rankings as the Coaches seem to be in a
rush to complete the season in record time!
Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost his
mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each
round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL
facebook page.

Signed

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/thestinkydwarf/
Twitter https://twitter.com/thestinkydwarf
Tumblr https://thestinkydwarf.tumblr.com/
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